Tennis Match Results  
Indiana vs Iowa  
Feb 19, 2021 at Iowa City, Iowa  
(Hawkeye Tennis & Recreation Complex)

Iowa 5, Indiana 2

Singles competition
1. #39 Kareem Allaf (IOWA) def. #48 Bennett Crane (IND) 6-2, 6-3  
2. Oliver Okonkwo (IOWA) def. Andrew Redding (IND) 6-2, 2-6, 7-6 (7-5)  
3. Joe Tyler (IOWA) def. Carson Haskins (IND) 6-0, 6-1  
4. Will Davies (IOWA) def. Vikash Singh (IND) 6-3, 7-5  
5. Michael Andre (IND) def. Jason Kerst (IOWA) 4-6, 7-6 (7-4), 1-0 (10-6)  
6. Luka Vukovic (IND) def. Peter Alam (IOWA) 7-5, 6-4

Doubles competition
1. #17 Oliver Okonkwo/Will Davies (IOWA) def. Bennett Crane/Michael Andre (IND) 6-3  
3. Joe Tyler/Peter Alam (IOWA) vs. William Piekarsky/Andrew Redding (IND) 5-4, unfinished

Match Notes:  
Indiana 0-1, 0-1  
Iowa 2-1, 1-0  
Order of finish: Doubles (2,1); Singles (1,3,6,4,2)  
T-2:48